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ASA WELCOMES HENRY AS BOARD PRESIDENT
Primary Focus is Patton Valley Road Access
For 2017, some key changes have been made to the Executive Committee of the
Board of Directors. Early in 2016, long-time1 President Bob Mason announced his
intention to retire from the board.
Several members were in consideration to assume the office
of President, and I was honored to be chosen as his
successor. I have been a duner since I was 3 years old; I am
now 45, and reside in Boulder City, NV with my wife
Jennifer. I grew up in Southern California, and have also
resided in Las Vegas and Phoenix. I have been an ASA
volunteer since the beginning, and have worked as the
California Events Coordinator, Bulletin Board Moderator and
Administrator, and joined the Board earlier last year, taking on
the role of Secretary. As President for the next year, it is my job to direct the ASA
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California Events Coordinator, Bulletin Board Moderator and
Administrator, and joined the Board earlier last year, taking on
the role of Secretary. As President for the next year, it is my job to direct the ASA
Board to accomplish our mission to UNITE, INFORM and MOBILIZE the duning
community to protect our playground.
The board also chose to add an officer as VicePresident/President-Elect, and nominated board member
Bryan Dennison to this role. Bryan is a life-long, thirdgeneration duner from Phoenix. If you have seen the large
purple metal cross at Sidewinder Road, this was erected in
memory of Bryan’s grandfather. Bryan enjoys 6-10 trips a
season with his wife Kat and daughter Shelby
Also joining the Executive Committee
is Nikki Massie Daniels. She takes on the role of Secretary,
as well as continuing her duties with membership and
merchandise, as she is the person behind our web
store! Going to Glamis since 1973 with her parents and
sister’s family, she met her husband online talking about the
dunes, meeting in-person there for the first time on
Thanksgiving in 1998. They now have two children ages 8
and 11.
2

There are two issues I have inherited, and will be working on this year. We have
had a steady decline in the amount of money we have been able to raise for the last
several years, and our volunteer pool has shrunk. We have been developing plans
to address each of these and one of the first things we are implementing is an
increase in the price of the Bronze Business Sponsorship from $50 annually to
$125. We have not changed any of our pricing for our entire 16-year history, so we
feel some adjustment is long overdue. In addition, this new price better aligns with
the steps to our other levels of Business Sponsorship. We are also looking to
increase the number of Business Sponsors supporting the ASA. Please be sure to
ask the businesses you patronize if they are, or are willing, to become a Business
Sponsor!
In addition to Business Sponsors, we are asking everyone to #SupportTheASA. Out
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Sponsor!
In addition to Business Sponsors, we are asking everyone to #SupportTheASA. Out
of the hundreds of thousands of visitors to the dunes every year, we currently have
647 paid Supporting Members. Our annual Supporting Membership is only $25, and
in addition to helping the ASA fund the fight to keep the dunes open, Supporting
Members are offered discounts from Business Sponsors, and will receive a $25 gift
card from Rocky Mountain ATV, which essentially makes the cost of supporting the
ASA FREE! So please, challenge your friends and family to #SupportTheASA, and
use this hashtag for your social media efforts. We have also implemented a new
back end system for our web store which allows for automatic renewals every
year! We are working to make it as easy as possible to help us help you to continue
to enjoy OHV recreation!
With the improving economy, more and more OHV related shows are taking place in
California and Arizona. The ASA has opportunities to be at these events to
showcase our raffle vehicles, sell tickets, and spread our message about keeping
the dunes open. With fewer volunteers to call upon, we have not been able to
attend all of the events available. We need your help to staff our booth, move the
raffle vehicles from show to show, and to help setup and tear down. Whenever you
plan on attending a show, please consider spending a couple of hours at the ASA
booth, and lending a hand!
3

The last volunteer opportunity I want to address revolves around our upcoming
social media campaign. The campaign will be about building the ASA brand, as well
as increasing fundraising efforts. We are still developing the plan as of this time, but
we know we need social media gurus to join in! If you are available to help with the
campaign on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter, we want to hear from you!
My goal this year is to ensure that the ASA is in a strong position to continue to fight
for our dunes. Even though we recovered access to 40,000 acres a couple of years
ago, we have a long road ahead of us:


We have 9,000 acres closed to protect a plant we are fighting to de-list.



We have the issue of access to Patton Valley in the south dunes and the
removal of legacy railroad crossings on the east side.



We still face the threat of 16 bugs, plants and animals that could be listed
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We have the issue of access to Patton Valley in the south dunes and the
removal of legacy railroad crossings on the east side.



We still face the threat of 16 bugs, plants and animals that could be listed
under the Endangered Species Act, and used to close the dunes.



We are fighting for legislation to make the California OHV program
permanent.

This is just a small sample of what we face to keep the Imperial Sand Dunes
Recreation Area open for OHV recreation. We have done a lot in 16 years, and plan
on doing much, much more for years to come. Please feel free to reach out to the
board at asaboard@americansandassociation.org or to me directly at
bryanh@americansandassociation.org with any questions or concerns you may
have.
Thank you for your continued support!

Bryan Henry
President, ASA Board of Directors
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ISDRA RAMP LAWSUIT FINALLY OVER!
CBD Does Not File Petition for Review By US Supreme Court
In August 2016, a three-judge panel of the
Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected the
Center for Biological Diversity’s (CBD)
complaint that the ISDRA Recreational Area
Management Plan (RAMP) violated federal law.
After this major win for OHV use at the dunes,
the CBD continued to push its case forward,
asking for the entire Ninth Circuit Court to hear
and rule on the case, known as an “en banc”
hearing. This was rejected on November 1,
2016, and the court issued a Mandate
rendering the panel’s decision final on
November 10. The CBD’s only option at that point was to file a petition for review
with the US Supreme Court by February 8, 2017. According to ASA/Ecologic
attorney Dave Hubbard, no such petition was filed, and “I think we're on pretty safe
ground in representing that no Supreme Court
review is going to take place, and the
5
case is over."
During this years-long litigation, the CBD advanced many theories to limit off-road
recreation at the dunes. One of their main arguments was that animal-protection
rules under the Endangered Species Act should apply equally to plants. If the courts
had accepted this legal argument, the Peirson’s milkvetch plant at the ISDRA would
have received even broader protections, further limiting recreation. Fortunately, the
courts were unwilling to make this leap.
For us, this means that the current RAMP will stay in place. The administrative
closures of 9,046 acres of Critical Habitat remain in effect, and we need to continue
to stay out of these areas. We will work with the BLM and the US Fish and Wildlife
Service to try to get some key areas reopened. The end of the litigation should help
with these efforts. The ASA is very grateful for the support of so many of its
members over the years that helped us achieve this favorable result. And even
though this battle is behind us, we still face the threat of 16 other plants, insects and
animals which could be listed, and start this entire process over again. We ask that
you please continue to donate to the ASA 5so that we may be prepared for the next
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members over the years that helped us achieve this favorable result. And even
though this battle is behind us, we still face the threat of 16 other plants, insects and
animals which could be listed, and start this entire process over again. We ask that
you please continue to donate to the ASA so that we may be prepared for the next
time.
PEIRSON'S MILK VETCH PHOTO BY JORDAN ZYLSTRA

ASA OPPOSES SB 249
Negatively Impacts CA Off-Highway Motor Vehicle Program
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Download Letter

ASA Legislative Chairman Bob Ham testifies at the Senate Natural Resources and Water
Committee hearing of SB 249. The bill passed out of the committee, but not until the
author agreed to engage in meaningful negotiations with the opponents so that it becomes
a balanced bill.

SAVE THE DATE! APRIL
2 IS SUPER SWAP
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SAVE THE DATE! APRIL 2 IS SUPER SWAP
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Discount tickets are on sale now. Visit SandSportsSuperSwap.com to
get booth space or buy tickets.

ASA LEGISLATIVE REPORT
From Bob Ham, Legislative Director
ASA’s Legislative Chairman Bob Ham has provided
the ASA Board of Directors with an analysis and his
recommendations on recently introduced legislation.
We are closely following these bills and will be
discussing possible action at upcoming board
meetings.
In the California Legislature there were 9 bills of
concern to OHV recreation introduced by the deadline
for bill introductions that occurred last Feb. 17th. Five of
these measures deal with the fuel tax portion of our OHV program in CA and the
remainder of the bills are more directly related to our OHV program sunset and/fees
at OHV parks like Oceano Dunes.
FUEL TAX MEASURES:
ASA ENDANGERED DUNER
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at OHV parks like Oceano Dunes.
FUEL TAX MEASURES:
Senate Bill 1: This bill is designed to respond to the Governor’s call to raise more
10

transportation revenues to repair CA’s deteriorating transportation infrastructure.
Among its’ provisions is an increase to the gasoline excise tax of 12 cents per gallon
over and above the current 18 cents per gallon state excise tax and federal gasoline
taxes and a former sales tax that is now collected on a per-gallon instead of a pricebased rate. The troublesome aspect of this bill is that instead of dedicating the new
excise tax revenues derived from non-highway uses into special funds to benefit
those non-highway activities where the tax revenues were generated, this bill will
divert those monies to benefit local street and road maintenance. Historically
gasoline excise taxes in California have been portrayed as “user fees” and the
revenues derived from those taxes have always gone to the benefit of the user who
paid the taxes. This bill is a serious departure from that tradition and we should
OPPOSE the bill for this provision alone whether or not the overall goal of increasing
transportation revenues to repair infrastructure may or may not be justified, there is
no justification for taking money that should go to benefit OHV, recreational boating,
or agriculture tax payers and spend that money on projects unrelated to those
pursuits.
Assembly Bill 1: Is nearly identical to SB 1, except that while it calls for a similar
increase in gasoline excise taxes, it would continue the historic “user fee” concept
for gasoline excise taxes and accordingly the revenues from this additional 12 cent
tax would go to special funds (OHV, boating and agriculture) to benefit the user who
paid the taxes. I recommend a Neutral position on this bill.
Assembly Bill 382: This bill would stop the diversion of $10 million annually of OHV
generated gasoline excise tax revenues away from the OHV Trust fund and instead
send it to General Fund. We should support this bill.
Assembly Bill 496: This bill is another transportation infrastructure funding bill that
does not increase the excise tax on gasoline, it also would stop the diversion of $10
million annually of OHV generated gasoline excise tax revenues away from the OHV
Trust fund and instead send it to General Fund just as does AB 382. Recommend
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we support this bill.
Assembly Bill 1077: This bill will eliminate the sunset on CA’s current OHV
program that has been in existence since 1972. Currently the program will sunset at
the end of this year. It is our contention that after 45 years of successfully providing
California with the resources to manage and develop a well running OHV recreation
program in the state, it deserves to be made a permanent institution within state
government. OHV groups in California are responsible for the introduction of this bill
which deserves our wholehearted support.
Senate Bill 249: This bill is a creation of the extreme environmental organizations
that do not support OHV recreation. They call for a 5 year extension of the existing
sunset instead of the 10 year sunset periods that were put in place since 1996 or a
permanent OHV program as proposed in AB 1077. They also seek to add many
cumbersome new requirements on land managing agencies and they seek to
remove the oversight of the program from a commission that has significant
participation by OHV users to one where OHV participation is limited to 2 members
out of a 9 person Commission. WE OPPOSE this measure.
Senate Bill 754: This is merely a placeholder bill that currently only states that it will
deal with the OHV recreation program when it is amended. We will keep watch on
this bill and take an appropriate position when we see what direction the senator
plans to take this measure.
Assembly Bill 907: This bill will require the Department of Parks and Recreation to
study what level of fees are appropriate for various units of the State Park System.
We will watch this bill to see what direction it may go as it proceeds through the
legislative process.
Senate Constitutional Amendment 2: This is a proposed constitutional
amendment that will be placed on an upcoming statewide ballot if it is approved by
the legislature. It is designed to ensure that future taxes or other transportationrelated fees cannot be borrowed from or otherwise diverted from their transportation
12
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purpose. However as it is currently written it only protects those fees that are derived
from on-highway uses. We are proposing to include ALL transportation revenues
including those generated from off highway transportation modes and ensure that
those revenues are also permanently protected from any future diversions away
from benefiting the transportation mode where the revenues were generated. We will
OPPOSE this measure unless the proponents agree to amend it to include the
same constitution protection for off-highway generated fuel tax revenues as they
propose for on-highway generated revenues.

BLM UPDATE - GECKO & WASH ROAD PROJECTS
Gecko and Gray’s Well Road Repaving Project

GECKO ROAD -- PHOTO COURTESY BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
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A repaving and repair project is set to begin April 15, 2017 on Gecko Road. The
road will be closed to traffic while the entire road, including campgrounds, receives
much needed repairs and replacement. BLM anticipates the project will take five
months to complete. Depending upon availability of funds, Grays Well Road will also
be repaved. These repairs will provide for a safer and smoother drive for visitors
accessing the Imperial Sand Dunes Recreation Area.

Wash Road Repairs

WASH ROAD -- PHOTO COURTESY BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

During Presidents’ weekend, Wash Road received a significant amount of rain and
high levels of traffic (over 13,000 vehicle trips). Although this reduced the cost of the
dust mitigation requirements, the combination resulted in damage to the road
surface and significant potholes. Currently, the road can be traveled, but it is very
14
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rough and slow. The BLM plans to complete a temporary fix to the road surface
beginning on March 20. This will allow federal requirements to take place and
mobilize heavy equipment at the project site. The project goal is to have a single
smooth lane, from SR 78 to wash 13, by April 15, 2017. (Gecko Road is closed on
April 15 in order to facilitate the road paving project, which will shift all traffic to the
Wash Road.)

SHAFFSTALL JOINS ASA BOARD
The ASA is pleased to elect third-generation duner Scott
Shaffstall to the Board of Directors. He has volunteered to
oversee the ASA’s social media marketing program.
Since his first ride in Glamis at the age of 8 on an old ATC he
still keeps in his garage, Scott has been hooked on sand.
Working in the powersports industry since he was 18, Scott is
passionate about keeping our riding areas open for future
generations. He previously worked in national media
communications for the Motorcycle Safety Foundation and managed regional rider
training for the ATV Safety Institute before becoming national PR account manager
for Kawasaki Motors Corp., USA. Scott is the co-founder of Wash-15 Offroad, which
manufacturers whip mounts for ATVS, dirt bikes and 4x4s, and now serves as CEO
of Gen Now Agency, a digital marketing and PR firm in Orange County that
specializes in powersports, automotive and technology.
Shaffstall stated that he is driven by a desire to grow the ASA by rallying young
riders to join the cause of keeping OHV areas accessible to all.

WAYS TO SUPPORT THE ASA
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riders to join the cause of keeping OHV areas accessible to all.

WAYS TO SUPPORT THE ASA

Become a Supporting Member

Become a Business Sponsor

(And ask your friends to join)
Become our
a Supporting
Member
Support
raffle program

Make a donation
Become a Business Sponsor
Volunteer

(And ask your friends to join)

Make a donation

Support our raffle program
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